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From the Editor'sDesk . . .
As this new year begins, the present and the future will be much on the
minds of those who have read George Orwell's seminal work. It has been
much on the mind of the editor as this issue was prepared. The first four
papers, consequently, reflect the state of the art today. Serebnick and
Cullars report their interesting investigation of the relationship between
library holdings and book reviews of the output of small presses. Mosher
expresseshis concerns about book production quality, whileJoel Downing paints a disheartening picture of the problems besettin g The Indian
National Bibliography. Hirshon's suggestions for the creation of holdings
records in the automated environment remind us that the automated environment of tomorrow will be the world of electronic publishing. Its
promises and its threats provide the theme for the four papers on what
may well be the state of the art tomorrow. Butler's literature review offers many good suggestions for background reading on tomorrow's
world. The two papers that follow, one by Edwin Brownrigg and his colleagues and the other by Brian Aveney, predict the probable effects of
electronic publishing on the particular world of the technical services librarian. Gordon Neavill's words of caution for scholars and librarians
conclude the series as he points out that electronic publishing may very
well bring the fulfillment of one of "the sacred principles of Ingsoc""the mutability of the past."*-Elizabeth L. Tate

*George Orwell, 1984 (New
York: New American Library, c1949),p.23.

An Anolysis of Reviews
ond LibroryHoldings

of SmollPublishers'
Books
Judith Serebnick ond John Cullors
At a timz of continuinggrowthfor smnll publishns, this studlt was dzsignedto
ansuerquzstionsrelatedto tlu aoailabilitl of reaiewsand library holdingsoJsmall
pressbook. Tlu inoestigatorstooka randomsampleof 1980 booksfrom Srnall
PressRecord of Books in Print, searchedJor
reaiewsof thebooksin threeindexes,and consultedthe OCLC databaseforholdingsrecords.Tfu data collzcted
indicatethat (1) almosthaf oJtfu booksreceiued
oneor morereaiews,(2) a small
coreofiournalsaccountedfor
thenwjoit1 oJreaiews,and(3) a significantrelationship existedbetwemthe numbn of reaiewsa bookreceiaed
and the numberoJ librariesowning thnt book. Thefindings suggestthat injonnation on the booksoJ
smnllpublishns is moreread,il2aaailablethan hasbeenassumcd.
rT't
I Hr cnowrur or small publishing in the United States during the last
two decadeshas been phenomenal, and industry analysts foresee continued expansion.' Though numerous small houses stili stress poetry and
fiction, others have developed specialties in nonliterary categories. This
specialization combined with effective consumer marketing, cooperative arrangements, receptiveness to new technology, limited press runs,
and an emphasis on backlist and midlist titles has brought success to
many small publishers at a time when some large trade houses face severe financial problems. After years of neglect, small publishers are now
considered "more market-oriented, less subjective, far more businesslike, and far less wasteful"'than their mainstream colleagues, and their
healthy state is reflected in the increased attention they receive in industryjournals, at publishers' conventions, in bookstorei.
With a few notable exceptions, librarians, as well as Iarge publishers,
booksellers, and industry statisticians, have traditionally bypassed small
presses. Many librarians assume that small press books are rarely reviewed, seldom stocked by dealers, infrequently found in online cataloging systems and that consequently the uncertainties and difficulties of
acquiring them are obstacles that cannot be surmounted by libraries
Judith Serebnick is Assistant Professor, School of Library and Information Science, Indiana University, Bloomington;John Cullars is Bibliographer forthe Humanities, University Library, University of Illinois at Chicago.
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with limited funds and staff. The lack of quantitative research in this
area militates against confirmation or rejection of our traditionally held
assumptions.

of libraries owning that book?

ing purchased. Still, limited quantitative research is available to support
this assumption. Also, research in this area has tended to focus on public
libraries where reviews are heavily consulted for selection decisions.uAs
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WeekQspecial report on small publishers, Appelbaum confirms that defining small publishers in operational terms is difhcult: "Some authorities suggest focusing on annual sales, with $3 million as a ceiling; some
suggest titles per year as a criterion, with top limits in the 20-25 range;
and some believe the hallmark of the small publisher is a state of mind, a
desire to initiate and orchestrate the process that connects writers to
readers."n
For the purposes of this study, small publishers are defined operationally as those publishers included in an appropriate edition of Small Press
RecordoJBooks in Print (SPRBP), edited by Len Fulton and Ellen Ferber,
recognized authorities on small publishers. The 1981-82 edition of
SPRBP, used as the resource for this study, includes more than 1,800
small publishers and some 14,750 individual^listings of books, pamphlets, broadsides, posters, and poem-cards." Surely, one can argue
that thousands of small publishers are not represented in SPRBP(e.g.,
the 1983 edition of BookPublishersDirector2includes more than 7,000 publishers, most of whom could be considered small publishers)." Still,
SPftBP does include a sizable number of active publishers generally accepted as small publishers, and for the purposes of this investigation, it is
the only source including adequate information in a suitable format.

"With a few notable exceptions, librarians, as well as large
publishers, booksellers, and industry statisticians, have traditionally bypassed small presses."
The decision was made (1) to take a random sample of new nonjuvenile books published in 1980 in English, hardcover and paperback,
each over $2.50, from the 1981-82 SPRBP, (2) to search for reviews of
those books in appropriate indexes, and (3) to consult the OCLC database for records of holdings in libraries. The investigation was conducted in the Indiana University Library, Bloomington, during the
spring of 1983, and was limited to three indexes and the online cataloging system and other sources available in that library. By selecting 1980
books for study, the investigators assumed that their sample would be
fairly recent, while the compilers of the indexes would have had the time
to include late as well as early reviews.
The indexes searched for'review citations were Book Reaiew Index."
Current Book Reaiew Citations,tt and Alternatiue PressIndzx,'n and each was
searched through 1982 issues. The three indexes consulted offer access
to review citations in approximately 1,490 journals, including scholarly,
popular, specialized, and alternative journals. In addition to indexing
the regular review sections ofjournals (e.g., "Book Review" in Librarlt
Journal), BookReaiewIndzx also indexes special review articles and bibliographic essays(e.g., "LJs Small Press Roundup").
In using OCLC as a database for holdings information, the study is
limited to member libraries, totaling almost 3,300 (based on March 31,
1983, statistics)." Approximately 5fpercent (1,687) are collegeand uni-
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versity libraries, I 7 percent(548)are public libraries, 17percenrare special or
.corporatelibiaries(s.44),ind 11 percent(376j areiederal gove'rnment libraries. The remaining 4 oerceni are ribrlry schoollibraries (54),
), and secondaryschool svstems.and
rtudy is limited to OCLi members,
ure of all library holdings, still useof
ration on a wide variety of libraries.
blishersand this study''sobjectiveof
I speciallibraries as well as public Ii, diversity of libraries with differing
l.geous.
:iate samplesizeof booksthat would
rror, a random sampleof 50 titles of

specirypageanditemnumbers.Ar;:;.H'lf*t#?f
:ffi :*:::3?l','.::

views, the investigators determined that 40 perient of the books (20) had
received one or more reviews and 60 p....tri (30) had not been riviewed
confidence level of95 percent with a
than plus orminus 0.0i6, the investiIt least lBB books from SPTRBP.
eseen difficulty arose. The data in
:nt, inaccurate, or unverifiable. For
publication date were 1979 or 19Bl
'were reprints.
AII such titles were
lition, when the investigators were
afor a number of books in OCLC.

Dookswerearsoerimrnatg{lromr"*ry{:::":;i::r"!ri:::T^{:;(;jm:
waskept ofthe number of titles thus discarded.Bibriographiciata for B7
pe_rcent
of the bookswere verifredin ocLC. Lessthair 13 percentof the
titles was eliminated for lack of verification.
In all, a random slmpfe of 327 books was drawn from SprRBp,resulting
sampleof 214 books. The2t4 books were issuei by 150
F " y:3P1.
small
publishers.one hundred thirty-one publishers,or approximately
87 percent, are United Statesfrrms; i4, o, g percent, areiinadian; and
5, or percentr are British. (The cover.g. i.t spRBp is worldwide,
.3
llrg,rgh al-mostall the works listid are in nnftish.; Among the U.S. publishers,30 percentare centeredin Californii, 15 p.r..rrtTn New yoik, 7
percentin Massachusetts,6 percent
cent in 26 statesand the Dislrict of (
lishers, l12 (75 percent)eachaccoun
214 titles;26 publishers( 17 percent)
lishers(6 percent)for 3 btokl; and f
and 10 books.
Thus a wide diversity of publishersis representedin this study. In addition, the content of the booksis diverse:approximately 29 peicent are
poetry; 10 percent, fqliqn; 8 percent, bellesiettres and iriticism; B per_
cent, how-to and self-helpguides; 8 percent, history; 6 percent, sports
and exercise;6 percent, arti and crafis; 5 percent, efhnic studi.r; 3 p.r-
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cent, economics and finance; 3 percent, religion; 3 percent, feminism; 2
percent, politics; 2 percent, ecology; 2 percent, science and medicine; 2
than-l.percent,
iercent, Lnergy; 1 percent, gays -nd lesbians; ald^lgs-s
holdings recand
OCLC
data
iocial issues 1e.g., ihila abuie). Review
title.
for
each
were
collected
ords
RESULTS
The analyzed data suggest these a
ber of reviews for books issued by sr
the final sample, 101 books, or 47
The lower percentage found in the P
by the fact that the investigators had
tion dates and other bibliographic details in SPRBP are inaccurate.
Thus, for a number of titles in the pretest, the search of review indexes
was ineffective. On the other hand, the elimination from the final sample
of titles that could not be verified through OCLC, the National Union Catalog, or Amcrican Book Publishing Record-mayhave-introduced a bias that
*oild tend to exaggerate the percentage of small press titles that were
reviewed. Titles ndt-containedin these ihree standard sources would be
more obscure than most small press titles and consequently less likely^to
be reviewed. Still, less than 15 percent of the titles were eliminated for
lack of verihcation and possibly a number of those titles were reprints,
books with the wrong dite, or nonexistent works. To include nonverified titles in the final imple might have introduced a bias in the opposite
direction.
The books receiving reviews were issued by 81 small publishers: 79
percent had I book rEviewed; 19 pe-rcent, 2 books; and 2^percent, 3
tooks. Consequently, no small core of publishers accounted for a majority'Table
of titles reviewed.
1 displays information on the number of reviews received by the
214 books. The data indicate that 20 percent of small press books received only 1 review; 1 1 percent received 2 reviews; 9 percent, 3 reviews;
3 percent,
'Wtri.tt 4 reviews; and 4 percent, 5-lq reviews.
displays
.io,rrnals reviewedsmall publishers' books? Table 2
pertinent iata, indicating that 89 journals reviewed 1 or more of the 101
TABLE 1
NRsvrtws
NReviews

8 - 15
,1

6
5
4
J

I

Recervto sv Srrrelr PusltsHrns' Boors

(N : 2r+)

N

, (lVo\
3 (t%)
2 (rVo)
2 (1%)
6 (37o)
1 9( s % )

2+( r r %

43 (20%
1 3(53Vo
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books, and the books received atotal of 2+l reviews. In the table, the 89
journals are ranked in 4 zones, with Zone A including the journals that
reviewed the highest number of books and Zone D including journals
reviewing the least number of books. The data show, for example, that
inZoneB, Best Sellersand qiil A Quire each reviewed B books, accounting for 16 of the 241 reviews.
The data in table 2 are Bradfordian in character, indicating that a
small core of journals is responsible for the majority of reviews. Ten
journals (11 percent), those in Zones A and B, each reviewed 6-35
books, accounting for 131 reviews, or 54 percent of all reviews. Only 3
journals-Zibrary
Journal, Choice, and Booklist-are responsible for almost 29 percent of all reviews. On the other hand 60 journals (67 percent), those in Zone D, each reviewed I book, accounting for only 25
percent of all reviews. Still, of the books that received only 1 review, 63
percent were reviewed by journals in Zones A and B.
The four top-ranked journals each publish thousands of reviews annually. Since their output is significantly higher than that of the great
majority ofjournals, there was a higher probability that they would review more books in this study than would other journals. In 1980-82,
Library Journal averaged 5,700 reviews of nonjuvenile books annually;
Choice, 6,647 reviews; Booklist, 3,225 reviews; and Publisfurs Weekly,
4.420 reviews.'" In Zone B. Small PressReaiew.AmericanBook Reaiew. and
Parnassus:Poetry in Reaiew are widely known ior their attention to small
publishers. Books in Canada and Quill I Quire were especially prominent
in reviewing Canadian small publishers, as one would expect. Since the
books in this investigation ranged over many subject areas, it is not surprising that most of the top-ranked journals are general in scope, reviewing books in almost all subject disciplines. InZone C, more of the journals are specialized, and thus one would expect fewer books reviewed in
each. It is perhaps significant to note that at least two journals heavily
used by librarians, particularly public librarians- Kirkus Reuiews and
the New York Times Book Reaiew-reviewed substantiallv fewer small
press books than did Library Journal, Choice, Booklist, and Publishers
Weekfit,the other major library review journals.
Is there a relationship between the number of reviews a small press
book receives and the number of libraries owning that book? As noted
above, previous research, concerned mainly with books of larger publishers and with majorlibrary review media, demonstrated that there is a
statistically signif,rcant relationship. Those books receiving a higher
number of reviews in core journals were owned in signifrcandy more libraries than were books receiving a lower number of reviews. Also,
books receiving only one or no reviews were infrequently owned in Iibraries.
Table 3 displays OCLC holdings data for t}rre214 books, with data
stratified by the number of reviews received. To read the table, note, for
example, that 9 books received 5-15 reviews. Of those 9 books, 1 book
(11 percent) was held in more than 500 libraries; 1 book (11 percent) in
300-500 libraries, 6 books (67 percent) in 100-299 libraries, and 1 book
(11 percent) in 50-99 libraries. Based on percentages, the data show a
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libraries, but 42 percent of the books with I review are owned in fewer
than 20 libraries. Books that received no reviews fared poorly; 53 percent were owned in 9 or fewer libraries. To test whether there is a statistically significant relationship between the number of reviews a book receives and the inclusion of that book in libraries, a correlation coefficient
was calculated for the number of reviews received bv each of the 214
books and the number of libraries ownins the books. The Pearson r is
.34, which is significant at better than the'.O1 level.

". . . one can assume that the majority of small publishers'
books are not receiving the multiple reviews necessaryto ensure purchase by a large number of libraries."
To discover what types of libraries were purchasing the small publishers' books, a random sample of 25 titles (25 percent) was drawn from
the population of 101 books with reviews, and specific holdings information on each was gathered. The 25 books are held in 1,481 OCLC mem-

Suuulny

This study did not gather data on the selection methods used by
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OCLC members. However, the investigators assumed that reviews
were surely not the sole criterion for purchase. One can conjecture that
doubtless the subject matter of a book, the importance of an author, and
the authority of a publisher were factors. For example, the book with the
highest number of holdings in this study is not only a widely and favorably reviewed title, but it is also about the evolution of solar architecture
and technology. Another book with large holdings is by Henry Miller,
and it was published by Capra Press. On the other hand, a book that
received only 1 review, in Social Work, but is concerned with child abuse,
is also held in hundreds of libraries. In addition, a number of poetry and
fiction titles were infrequently held despite 3 or more reviews.
The investigation identified a small core of 10 journals (11 percent)
responsible for 131 reviews, or 54 percent of all reviews. The 3 topranked journals published 29 percent of the reviews. The 4 top-ranked
journals each publish approximately 3,200-6,650 reviews annually, and
it is not unexpected to find that they had the space to review more small
press books than did other journals. LibrarytJournal reviewed almost
twice as many books as second-ranked Choice,with 37 percent of Librar2
''
Small Press Roundup. ' '
Journal' s reviews appearing in the annual L!
"
The findings relate not only to data in previous
studies but also to
widely held assumptions in the literature. First, the investigators concluded that though they used only 3 sources, it was relatively easy to verify bibliographic data for the great majority of the small press titles. The
OCLC database (the frrst source consulted) provided information for 87
percent of the books; the National Union Catalog and the Amtrican Book
Publishing Record, for almost 1 percent. Second, while it is necessary to
consult a large number of review journals to obtain reviews of all small
press publications, still by consulting a relatively small core ofjournals
one can find a significant number of reviews. Also, of the books receiving only 1 review, 63 percent of the reviews appeared in the more prolific
journals. Several of the core journals probably warrant wider use by librarians. Third, though this study did not gather data on the use of reviews by OCLC members, the significant correlation found between the
number of reviews a book receives and the inclusion of that book in libraries is further confirmation of findings in previous research, and additional research can have implications for understanding collection
overlap.

" . . . by consulting a relatively small core ofjournals
find a significant number of reviews."

one can

At a time when the books of small publishers are reaching a large, receptive consumer audience, often through direct mail marketing by the
publishers, librarians also need to become more familiar with the publishers' lists and with additional review sources. This study suggeststhat
the process of gaining greater familiarity should not be as difficult as has
been assumed.
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Book ProductionQuolity:
A Librorion'sView;
or, The Self-Desfructing
Librory
Poul H. Mosher

I can.also say without equivocation that the impact of current book
production malpractice on the thousands of libraries in the world that

Edited version
9j_apup.. p...ented onJuly 12, lg92, at the RTSD/AApJoint committee program, "The PhysicalQ;rality of the Books Libraries Buy: probGms and solutions," by Paul H. Mosher, Director of collection Development, stanford rjniversitv
Libraries.
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presume to preservefor our children or our children's children some
part of the presentand past knowledgeof the world is absolutelydevastating. To quote from the final report on book paPer of the Council on
Library ResourcesCommittee on Production Guidelinesfor Book Longevity:
In the past few years there has been increasing awarenessthat millions of books
and other documents all over the world are disintegrating. We are in danger of

very modest success,to devise economical ways of preserving these books'
Much more needsto be done.
Our concernhere is not preservingbooks ofthe past, but rather thoseofthe
future. Books containing th-eacidic seedsof their own destruction continue to be
produced by the millionJ, storing up Problems for the future, failing to provide a
permanent record of our own times.'
The impact on many of our research libraries is staggering. While
new techniques of gaseous deacidihcation promise means of halting tle
self-destruciion of the books in our libraries, even this process merely
stops the internal frre in place, and cannot rectify damage already done.
Peter Sparks has estimated that gaseous deacidification may eventually
cost as little as $5 a book. This estimate means that the Library of Con-

cost of dealing with book disintegration in the Columbia University Libraries at about $35 million. Even in the gentle climate of the San Francisco Bay Area, we have found that about a quarter of the five million
books at Stanford have become so embrittled that under ideal circumstanceswe would no longer allow readers to consult them until some sort
of preservative action could be taken. For us, the problem is significantly
smaller than it is for some of our sister libraries in the East, where atmospheric conditions are so much more gruesome. At Stanford, the cost of
diacidifying the books in serious condition would probably cost only
about ai much as the entire consolidated budget of our university libraries for a single year. Problems with binding presently cost additional
large sums, and if all books with dilapidated or decaying bindings were
repaired, the cost would probably add another 20 percent to the cost of

BookProduction
Qtnlit1 /17

Sure, we'd like cake. We'd like subsidiesfrom publishersto help us
with retrospectivepreservation*even a token arnount would mean a
great deal, espe_cially
if focusedon the slowly shaping cooperative efforts
of consortiato frnd common and sharedsolutioni tolh. rrirt problemsof
retrospective preservation-those, for example, encouraged by the
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publishers to print on the title page of each acid-impregnated book they
produce: "The Librarian of Congress has determined that this book
'This book has acidomay be dangerous to your library, or more simply,
sis.t "' But, and let me underscore this, we'll settle for guidelines!

taken by a number of responsible publishers-why not the rest? I recommend that RTSD and ALA endorse these guidelines and urge the printing, paper, and binding industries to follow them to the greatest possible
extent. They are practical, reasonable, responsible, and would go a long
way to achieving our ends.
Alternately, publishers of trade or scholarly books could without great
difhculty assessthe library market for books printed on long-life paper
with durable binding and produce runs thereof, charging cost and a rea-

binding them.
If we can't have the cake, how about at least a reasonable amount of

BookProductionQuality /19
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The Indion Nationol BibliogrophyIts PresenlStote
ond FutureProspects
Joel C. Downing
This description
andshorthistoryoJThe Indian National Bibliography canprepared
cludeswith proposalsfor;tsfuture
aJtera studyb1theauthorundertaken
at therequestof thegoaernment
oJIndia.

T

Itt 1982, as a retired member of the staff of the British National Bibliogmph2,Iwas invited by the Indian government to visit India and advise on
the reorganisation of The Indian National Bibliograpfui (INB) The visit
took place during November- avery pleasant month in which to spend
some time in Delhi, even in the moister and hotter climate of Calcutta,
where The Indian National Bibliograph2 is located within the National Library.
The Indian National Bibliography has been in exisience since 1958, when
from then until 1963 it was published annually with interim quarterly
issues. During the succeeding four years the frequency of the interim
issueswas increased to monthly. Much of the energy and initiative during these early years stemmed from the inspiration of the then national
librarian, B. S. Kesavan, who also held the post of editor of INB until his
retirement in 1963. However, from 1968 until 1970 neither annual volumes nor interim issues were published, though the material for these
years is still available in the .INB offices. Annual volumes and interim
issues for the years 197l to 1976 and interim issues for 1977 have appeared, though after an interval which has made them more of historic
than practical value. In 1978 the monthly issueswere suspended in order
to concentrate upon the production of the delayed annual volumes.
Since 1970 the post of editor of 1NB has been detached from that of the
national librarian and has been established as a grade within the structure of the Central Reference Library-an
institution eventually to be
set up in Delhi, as distinct from the National Library in Calcutta. Unfortunately such expectations have not yet come about, and INB is still the
only operative element of this potential central reference library. This
means that the editor and his staff do not form part of the hierarchy of the
Joel C. Downing, before his retirement in 1981, servedas Director of Copyright and
English Language Services, Bibliographic Services Division, The British Library.
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National T,ibrary, nor does the editor have professional contact at a
higher professional level.
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development by IFLA of its program of universal bibliographic control
depends increasingly upon the interchange of machine bibliographic
records. India, as yet, is not in a position to develop such services, either
internally or internationally. The employment of such systems relies
upon stable and viable nonmechanised services for effective
development-a condition which has not yet been identified. Such a
condition should not necessarily limit research and prospective development, though it does restrict direct application to ongoing services.
There is sufficient potential for expansion of library services in India to
allow for continued experimentation, particularly to avoid the mistakes
that have been made in countries at the forefront of automated bibliographic services. In a nation such as India, with so great a potential for
human development-physical, political, and spiritual-a national bibliography, by the range and variety ofits content, serves not only as a
record for posterity, but as a means of improving the life and aspirations
of every member of the living community.
It is essential, therefore, to propose solutions which would lead to the
regular and current appearance of INB, through the agency of improved
methods of production and simplified administrative procedures. With
the acquisition of up-to-date phototypesetters being developed by
Monotype (India) and located in the offices of .INB, it should be possible
to set and have printed regular monthly issuescommencing, it is hoped,
in 1984. The present method of production, cumbrous and slow as it is,
should be retained to produce annual volumes for 1979 to 1983, the later
years being combined two to a volume. The new monthly issues will
need to be printed by photo-offset lithography, a process which is not
available at the government press near Calcutta. Consequently, steps
will need to be taken to find acceptable commercial printers. To ensure a
continuous and regular publication it will be necessary to maintain a full
complement of staff-a factor which is never easy within an environment of great bureaucracy. Associated publications with which the staff
of INB have been associated should be given a much lower priority and
the resources released should be organised by a stronger management
team, assisted by a small professional advisory body meeting at regular
intervals.
With all the proposed developments taking place it would be unwise to
venture other changes within the publication itself. However, consideration should be given to adopting more recent practices in cataloguing
and classification. AACR2 and Dewey decimal classification, 19th edition, should be applied so as to bring 1NB into line with other major national bibliographies. India could then take its place within the councils
of ABACUS. Consideration should also be given to the use of ALA romanisation tables, so that at an appropriate point in the future the exchange of machine-readable records would be possible.
It is chastening to visit a country, such as India, to study professional
activities with which one has been associated for a workinglifetime. Factors such as climate, communications, languages, natural resources,
and the variety of cultures at regional and national level constitute problems outside the experience of many Western communities. Yet it is to
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recognilead^eventually to the recogniundertaken will lead-eventually
study undertaken
hoped that the study
be hoped
tionif The Indian Nationat Bibtiography as one of the world's principal contributors to universal bibliographic control'
No one visiting India can?ver forget the charm ald hospitality of everyone one meet;. The enthusiasm and generosity of the editor and staff
of'INB and the librarians I met was second to none. The care and attention with which one was guided by the staff of the British High Commission, whether at 4:20 u.it. ott first arrival at Delhi Airport, or at 2:00
a.m. after a delayed flight from Calcutta, wltl alwlVs be appreciated'
1NB needs the support of librarians and bibliographers everywhere to
ensure its improved service in future years.
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often these have involved the input of data without much regard for their
output. OCLC, for example, developed standards for the use of a single
holdings field, the 049, using a series of subfields to represent the necessary holdings information, such as the piece hierarchy, missing pieces,
and notes. Other than the stamps and holding codes, OCLC never used
the data in that field for their own purposes. When others started to apply the data, OCLC added a local option field, the 949, which has been
widely used for holdings in local systems and for transaction codes that
permit updating.'
Other systems, such as the Washington Library Network and the Research Libraries Group, developed separate records, and the latter employed separate fields lor most data instead of a string of subfields.'
Missing from these early development efforts was a thorough understanding of how the holdings data were to be applied in the various library systems. Concentration in system specifications on input led to a
compact system of data representation, but one that was inflexible,
clumsy, and diffrcult to apply. Machine representation of serials holdings, therefore, generally was not done in libraries that had to rely upon
the 049 field alone.
Calls for greater consideration of the computer-related aspects of
holdings data began in 198 1, when Tamer lJluakar noted that no standardized system for machine representation of holdings data had been
devised, but that many separate schemes were being created. To correct
that situation, he called for the creation of a MARC format for holdings
data, and he cited three reasons for doing so: (1) to ensure the machineinterpretability of the data to avoid the need for rekeying; (2) to enhance
the compatibility of future systems; and (3) to save system development
time by making it unnecessary for each system to redevelop its own holdings system." Similar concern for the need for a MARC format was expressedby Ruth Carter in early 1982.'
In I 982, the Southeastern Association of Research Libraries Cooperative Serials Project and the Library of Congress began to develop a format for representing holdings information in machine-readable form.'
Drafts were completed and circulated throughout the library community in 1982, and it is expected that a final draft of the MARC format for

holdinssandlocationdatawill:""^Tr:T:'i#ri:istributed in 1eB4''
MerNtnNlNcE

FoRMATS

The MARC format for holdings data is signifrcantly different in one
respect from the MARC formats for bibliographic and authority data.
While the latter two standards are "communications formats," they
also have been widely applied in systems as the user formats with little
modification. This liliely will not be the case with the MARC format for
holdings. As with the other MARC formats, the holdings format provides a standard means for exchanging data on machine-readable tapes
among libraries. Tape systems, which rely upon batch processing, do
not have to address the problems created by interactive updating nor ad-
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dress the logical structure to enhance the maintenance operations.
The holdings record, however, must be structured in a manner that is
most appropriate for the use that will be made of the data. The functional
requirements for a library's maintenance format are greater than the
communications requirements. The MARC format presents data in
such a way that local systems will likely need to augment and reorganize
the data to create a local maintenance format that accommodates the
various applications of the holdings data.
A maintenance format must accommodate more types of output than
a communications format, and it must do so in away that is hospitable to
easy updating. A principle of the MARC format for holdings, for example, is that it should be used to record what alibrary actually owns, and
not to show volumes that are not owned. such as materials on order or
materials that have been withdrawn from the collection. This principle
was developed after consideration of what types of data otherlibraries
might hnd useful. While it may be arguable as to what information different libraries might find of value, there is agreement that a communications format needs to communicate only information that is of interest
outside of the local library setting.
A maintenance format, on the other hand, must accommodate not
only what other libraries need to know, but also the needs of the local
library. Many of the needs for holdings data place divergent requirements as to what data are to be supplied, and in what form. Some common examples of automated output are statistical reports, printed lists,
and online displays. In all areas of libraryoperations, there is need to
record and apply holdings data, but in different ways. The requirements
for input may change depending on the function to be accomplished. For
example, an acquisitions system needs to record the number of copies
ordered, while the circulation system needs a record of the specific piece
numbers assigned to each physical volume.
Libraries have essentially two types of holdings data: "transactional"
and "archival." These admittedly overlap in some respects. Transactional data fix the status and location of eaih piece of miterial for a limited period of time; materials on order, in process, or in circulation fit
into this category. Archival data reflect the relatively permanent condition of the material, such as whether or not it has been withdrawn from
the collection. The MARC format does not need to accommodate transactional data because it is not expected to be of interest for communications purposes. A local maintenance format must include both in support of various applications.
This requirement means that a maintenance format must be amenable to a wider variety of information to be input, that manipulation of the
data must be easy to perform, and that the output requirements will be
more diverse than for a communications format. Each type of output
presents its own requirements, and the most important of these deserve
some consideration. While some of the considerations below might also
apply to a communications format, the primary applications are within
local maintenance.
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DATA

RETRIEVAL
Holdings data in an automated environment need to be retrievable

Dtspr,evs

Piece-specific bibliographic notes should be part of the holdings record_because they describe only a specific copy-or volume, wherdis the
bibliographic record describes the entire item. As with the notes in bibliographic records, it is preferable to have different tags for the different
types of notes to permit greater flexibility in terms of keyword indexing
and accessing.
A display for staff use would show the necessary coding for content
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designation, while the public display would either suppTess these codes
or trianslate them into tirminology that is understandable by the public.
The content designation, therefore, must be amenable to this translation, including indication when necessary of whether the information
contained in t6e held is to be suppressed or displayed for the public.
STATISTICS
The generation of statistical data is likely to be a majgr output from a
mainteiance record. Information not transmitted in the communications format, such as archival status information showing whether the
item is active or withdrawn, needs to be coded into the record. Other
data needed for further enumeration of the library's holdings, such as
the physical format of the material, must also be present in the record.
The'actual piece data, such as copy and volume numbers, must be
represented in a manner that makeJ statistical compilations practical.
For example, if the volumes were to be lettered rather than numbered,
the data string for the volume enumeration preferably should not be re-presented as tiange (e.g., volumesr4-R) because this would require the
computer to trans=latelJtters into numbers. Although such simple ranges
of leiters may be counted, frequently the letters are names of volumes or
roman numerals, which cannot alv
Another diff,rculty arises from the
as ranges, particularly when there z
1-3, parts 2-6." The numbers give
bers of the specific volumes, not tht
ity, this enumeration is:

v.1
pt.2-6
v.2
pt.2-6
v.3
pt.2-6
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GnNnnel SrnucrunE FoR
HOLDINGS
Rrconos: A MnrHoooLoGY

easier to update OCLC records.

GoALs

record desigl was to be flexible enough to incorporate these types of
data, as additional systems componenti *ere completed.
Some of the immediate online catalog functioni to be served by the
archival data were the following: to diiplay holdings information for
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both general library users and staff; to replace the traditional shelflist; to
verify-new call numbers and avoid assignment of duplicate numbers to
different titles; to exchange data with other libraries or organizations for
specif,redcategories of miterials; to keep statistical records; and to pro-

components in the system.
PAIRINGS OF HOLDINGS AND
BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORDS
The TRLN

format is based on some underlying principles about the

liographic records would be linked. This logical structure was
independent of the actual physical storage in the com-puter. T- tl upproaih was found most satisfactory by the library staff responsible for
maintairiing the data because it would be the easiest to understand and
the most effrcient in terms of data maintenance.
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ics, whether the series is classedtogether or not. This record then carries
the bibliographic record identificaiion numbers along with the appropriate volume.
similgly, for an ana)yzedsetnotina series, there would be one colec.
tive,holdings record for ihe set, but ,ro ,.purul. holdings record for each
andytic.

GNNTNEI DESCRIPTION OF THE TRLN

RECORD STNUCIUNT
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CovrposruoN

oF THE HEADER

approprtate.
The definition freld (DEF) is linked to the tagged piece enumeration
f,relds,and the definition fireldmay occur only oiie. I" the following ex-
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ample of a DEF field, the first level field of the piece hierargt-ry (V-OL) is
, ,Bd. ' ' and the second level fireld(PRT, for part) is defined as
defined as
"Heft, "
VOL: Bd. + a PRT: Heft
DEF
Allowance is also made for redefrnition should the defrnitions of any of
these field values later change.
CovTpOSrrION OF THE BLOCK
Organizationof Data Using Fields aersusSubfields.A major issue in developin[ a maint6nance forrirat for holdings is how to best organize the
data]There are two basic options for piecb enumeration: (1) either a single holdings freld that showi the piece hierarchy through subfrelds, or (2)
separate helds for each piece level.
The OCLC and the MenC formats essentially use a single holdings
field. In the MARC format, however, the field is repeatable to accommodate changes to the definition of the volume designators. After careful considerat"ion of this option, it was rejected by TRLN, primarily-because multiple subfrelds are complicated and are not flexible enough to
accept varying types of input. Further, use of subfields created long-text
strings accept-ablefor communicatiorrs purposes, but not particularly
.usyIo apply in a maintenance format. By separating piece levels into
separate ft.ldr, it became easier to show information positionally and to
-provide greater detail in content designation.
As an illustration of the subfielded method, consider as an example an
Each location has a difand XXXX.
item held in two locations: fu!!\
ferent call number and its own copy number sequence. There are three
and
"Heft,"
levels to the piece hierarchy, with definitions of "Bd.,"
"Abt. " In loiation AAAA, Band 2 was signed by the author, a fact to be
displ
displayed as a public note; a replacement copy requested for Band 3 is
recorded
corded in a note not to be publicly displayed.
The field tag is 049, the locition is in subfield a, the copy number is in
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to insert or to find.
C9Tp3I. this to the TRLN field-related system. For each field except
.
the definitiorr field, there are three indicators. For purposes of this example,
indicator.positions are blank, except that missing pieces are
fll
noted in the third indicator with a value of m and notes have-a ihird indicator that shows either to display (code: d) or not display (code: n). call
numbers are shown in tagged frelds. The fhree piece irieiaichy levels are
VOL, PRT, and SP1 (su6part level 1).
DEF VOL = Bd. *a PRT = Heft ;ra SPl : Abt.
LOC
050
COP

AAAA
B X 5 6 9 . R 3 4 5+ b N 7 2 1 9 7 3

voL
PRT
SP1
VOL
500
VOL
500
VOL
LOC
050
COP
VOL
PRT
SP1
VOL

[0r2345678e]
1 [ r 234s678901
2 123+567
B9Oll
2 [34s678s0t2J
d

Sisned by the author

m 3 fs384e5o694l

n

Replacement ordered.

4 [4567-ne0123]
XXXX
BX73 G475+b R24 1973
234]
Is678e01
2345j2 [78901234561
[678901

3 [e01234s678]
+ [sazos+:zro]
[eoorzs+soz]

Even with this relatively simple case, it is apparent that the use of separate fields makes it simpler to discern differeni types of information and
easier to insert information at different levels ofthe hierarchy.
Fields and Indicators. All fields in the block have three indiiator positions. The indicators in the alphabetically tagged piece enumerition
frelds provide additional descriplions aboui thJs"pecihc pieces. The first
two positions describe the physical format of each piece, using the same
codes as for the format in the header; these codes appear even i-full pi...t
represented in the record are in the same formit-. The third poiitiort
shows.thepermanent status of the each piece: e.g., active, lost, missing,
or withdrawn.
Bibliographic notes-employ the same tags as in the bibliographic formats, but only some of the tags have been a-uthorized for useln the holdrngs record. The first two indicators are the same as in those formats,
and the third position indicates under what conditions the note should
display.
The call number fields also employ the same tags as defined in the bibliographic.formats, with the firit two indicatori dehned accordingly.
The third indicator shows whether the call number can be assigneJ to
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more than one physical piece, as with accession numbers that are made
unique by the presence of the name of the library location.
GeneralPieceHierarcfui. The piece hierarchy is normally expressed in
five fields: LOC (location of the material), COP (copy number), VOL
(frrst piece hierarchy level, normally "volume"), PRT (second piece hierarchy level, norma)ly "part"), and SP# (third and succeeding piece
hierarchy subpart levels; the number sign is replaced by an arabic numeral starting with 1 and up to 9). The VOL and PRT fields have default designator values based upon the physical format of the material;
for example, the VOL freld is automatically defrned as "disc" for sound
discs.
Subfields provide further information, such as free-text description of
a location; coded data used for statistical purposes; format of the material to be displayed with the location and the call number; size information in coded form; coded data for statistical purposes; and coordinate
numbering systems, e.g., the volume number and the related years for
coverage for serials.
SpecialPieceHierarchl. Two special fields have been defined for particular situations. EVL is used when the holdings record is related to two or
more bibliographic records. This commonly occurs when an item is a set
within a series, and both numbering schemes are to be shown in the record. In this case, the bibliographic hierarchy explained earlier is applied; the series numbering takes precedence over the set or analytic
numbers, and therefore the seriesnumber appears in the subfield a of the
EVL field. Within each EVL field, the set number appears in a subfield,
with multiple codes provided for multiple levels of a set hierarchy. The
record identifrcation number of the bibliographic record for the analytic
is provided in the EVL flreldas well. If the item is not in a set (and therefore has no set/series equivalencies), the normal VOL field is used. For
example, in a seriesthere are five volumes. Volumes I and2 are not in a
set; volumes3,4, and 5 are in a set, and each volume has its own analytic. Figure 1 is for an item for which there is no cataloging for the set as
a whole; i.e., the set is represented only by the analytics. The record
identifrcation number of each bibliographic record is preceded by the
code "rid. "
The entire holdings record appears as follows:
LOC AAAA
VOL 1 *r 100
vol- 2 +1200
EVL 3 +el +r6074
EVL 4 #e2 #r 8013
EVL 5 *e3 +r9016
A separate field is used for equivalence situations because this not only
permits immediate recognition that the field will contain the additional
equivalent numbering data element, but also the presence of the necessary equivalence data elements can then be assured through automated
record validation. The freld permits collocation of holdings information
so the user may determine everything the library owns in the set or series
from a single record, rather than having to page through separate biblio-
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rid:100

rid:6074

rid: 8013

rid: 9016

Series

Series Set

Series Set

Series Set

#1

# 3

# 4

# 5

v. 1

v.2

v. 3

(not in set

Figrre 1
Relationship of Set to Series

COP
ACP
VOL

I
1
1

accompanyingmaterial-accompanies
j*[.
a specific volume,
^
rrur nelo appears atter that volume, part, etc.
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VOL
PRT
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PRT
VOL
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CoNcr,usroN
In the design of the TRLN general structure for holdings records, sp_ecial considerition had to be ginen to several problems because of the di;;.rity in output and the coirplexity of the requirements to be satisfred
by' the products.
.
r
o It was necessary to design the record as a logical structure for malntenance rather than a physici structure within t[e computer. The applications of the data and ihe needs of the various constituent groups be-

record.
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sible moment. Thus planning for the future of library record maintenanceis made more comprehensive,predictabre,flexibre,and accurate.
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APPENDIXA
STTONT
EXPLANATIONOF THE TRLN
TEcHNTcAL HoLDrNcs Rnconn SrRUcruRE
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BLocK
Line Tag Ind
no.
COPLOC_
VOL_
PRT_
SP#-

Text
Copy number. Also included in subfields:date of status transaction;
nonretention status; record identification number between biblio-

graphic and holdings records, etc.
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EVLACP_

Equivalence field. Includes in subfields the series numbering, the set
n,rrnbering, and the record identification number of the set analytic'
multiplelevels' . S ' 491^:
have multi
May have
field. May
rpan"yingmaterial
material field.
Accompanying
coPY' AVL =-volume. Also included in subfields; same as in VOL
field.

Bibliographic notes (piece-specific or local only). (J-setags: 5.00.(g-el
eral notei; 50t (boi'nd witl;; S0+ (bibliography/discography);506
(limited rise); 510 (citation); 525 (supplement); 533 (photoreproduciion); 541 (provenance);543 (solicitation inform^ation)'Call numbEr, if different call number used in different locations. IJse
09Xcorrect 05X-09X tag.
lndicators for the alphabetically taggA fields: Positions 7 and2 are for the physical format of the materialiposition 3 is for the archival status,e.g., lost, missing, withdrawn.
The hrst two indicaiors for the note and call number frelds are the same as defrned in
MARC bibliographic formats. The note third indicator shows whether the note should
be included in"prr-Uticdisplays. The call number third indicator shows whether the call
number may be duplicated acrosslibrary locations.
5XX-
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ElectronicPublishing
qnd lts lmpoct on librories:
A Literqture Review
Meredith Butler
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Broadly speaking, electronic publishing is the substitution of electronically generated material, usually displayed on a cathode ray tube, for
material published as print on paper. This def,rnition may be expanded
to include the dissemination of text and graphics ovei electronic channels (television, radio, cable TV, and telephone wires).
Many people in the publishing, computer, and telecommunications
industries are writing about electronic publishing, videotex, information delivery systems, and machine-readable storage devices. But when
the focus is narrowed to the implications of these new technologies on
libraries and the role ofthe electronic library in the electronic society, the
field narrows to a few key researchers and futuristic thinkers. Certainly
F. W. Lancaster has been an eloquent spokesman on the paperless society and the future of libraries for many years. Donald King is another
leader in this field, as areJ. C. R. Licklider, James Thompson, and a
few others.
It is likely that the impact of technological change on libraries will be
revolutionary and far-reaching. Are we preparing ourselves to understand and adapt to these technological changes? Are we making decisions today that will encourage the smooth transition to the electronic
library?

Ovnnvmws
Frederick W. Lancaster in his recent book, Librariesand Librarians in an
Age of Electronics, attempts to pull together his extensive writings on
evolving technology, the paperless society, and the implications of this
evolution for libraries.' Through his writing, Lancaster hopes to stimulate librarians to reassessthe role of the library as an institution and the
role of the librarian as an information specialist.
Lancaster reviews the technological trends of the last twenty years in
telecommunications and computer technology for applications such as
information storage and retrieval, electronic mail, teleconference, interactive television, and publishing and forecasts the likely impact of future
technological developments for libraries and what the future of libraries
might be.
Librarians looking for a short cut through "future" literature of the
past two decades will frnd in this book an excellent overview of contributions by Toffler, A. C. Clarke, Peter Drucker, and E. C. Joseph. The
extensive bibliography can be mined for further reading on most aspects
of technology discussed in the body of the text.
Lancaster's several scenarios of the likelv future of the librarv as institution are provocative and challenging but mo.e than a littlb naively
simplistic in their assumptions about technological change and human
adaptation to and acceptance of it.
This book, however, provides an excellent foundation and starting
point from which to explore electronic publishing, telecommunications,
computer technology, and other developments ofthe age of information.
Donald King's paper, Electronic Publishing and lts Implications for Libraries,provides a good overview of the future effects of information technolog'y on libraries and library services.'King emphasizes the roles of
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entifrc and technical literature.

and the published bibliographic products for publishers to have the eco-

not can we do it, but when are we going to do it.
King does not believe that a completely electronic and paperless society is g-oingto happen, largely because of economic and political considerations and the lick of incentive to change on the part of communication participants. He seesthe need for electronic alternatives to present
information systems and discussesin some detail the likely future for scientifrc and technical information and the effects change will have on libraries.
Iames Thompson in his recent addition to the literature, The End of
Liiraries,n statesin no uncertain terms that the unusability of present day
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braries carry out this mission will have to change dramatically if libraries
are to survive. Thompson distills the ideas of some of the leading thinkers on the electronic age and presents a coherent and challenging message.
Mury Wolfe, in he-r paper, The Future of the Librarl in an Electronic Societ2: TheStateof theArt,' describeshow applications of technology to library
functions generally follow the three-phase pattern set by business. In
phase one, technology is applied to the automation of manual procedures in order to save time and/or money. Phase two involves the use of
technology for nontraditional, innovaiive approaches to traditional
functions, while phase three represents the use of computers to provide
nontraditional services or processes. Libraries are seen to be moving to
phase two and three applications, and Wolfe postulates that developments in teleconferencing, electronic mail, and electronic publishing
will have an important impact on the functions of the library in the future.
Frederick W. Lancaster may be considered a pioneer in the field of
electronic publishing. His several articles and books on the future of libraries and paperless information systems have given marry other researchers much food for thought. In 1979, Lancaster edited the Proceedi"gt of the 16th Annual Clinic on Librarlt Applications of Data Processingin
which the role of the library of the future was the focus of the presented
pap.rs.' Many of the papers were given by experts outside the library
field. Topics covered included electronic publishing of both newspapers
and journals, computer conferencing, electronic mail, and forecasts
about computer technology.
In addition to Lancaster's own paper,o there are many papers in the
proceedings that express provocative ideas. Yale Professor Derek de
Solla Price proposes that secondary literature will be eliminated by primary literature in machine-readable form and that librarians will develop new skills to mediate between computers and people.n Gerald
Salton presented his views about users crealing a do-it-youiself classification system that eliminates the need for autho=ritycontiol.'0 Taken as a
whole, these papers present a combination of solid information and interesting predictions and are required reading for all librarians interested in the electronic future of libraries.
F. W. Lancaster, in his "Mission Possible-A Future Information
System, "" creates a scenario for potential future publication ofjournals
in.electronic form, from report wiiting and text editing at individual termi-nal1to acc€ptance via electronic miil by publishers, to receipt ofjournal information at subscribers' terminals. Lancaster asserts that the scientist will receive much, if not all, professional mail in electronic form,
will communicate with professional colleagues through personal terminals (ele.ctronic mail and teleconferencinf), and witl puUtistt through
electronic databases. Electronic journals *ilt u. issued by professiorial
societies and commercial publishers, will have editors and editorial
boards, policies and standards for acceptance of contributions, and some
form of refereeing. The pattern of distribution and use of electronicjournals may be similar to the present pattern of distribution and use of on-
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Publishing
Electronic
line databases,i.e., payment of royalty fee for accessto information.
Bibliographic conlrol of literature could be handled through online
cooperativenetworks of information centers.The "libraries" of the futnre?The librarian of the future could becomean indispensableguide to
a rapidly expanding universe of information resources in electronic
form.

of change while the latter two will acceleratethe rate.
Communication monopolies are eroding and total communications
costswill be reducedasmore satellite,fiber-optic, and improved coaxial
cablesare introduced.
Copyright will continue to presentproblems, but organizationsmay

available.
The most likely systemto becomeavailablein the near future in businessesand homei is a videotex system.If it becomeswidely distributed,
is cheapand easyto use, embodiesa printer, and meetsthe needsof consumeri, it will set the stagefor electronicpublishing. A suffrcientlylarge
customerbasewill havebeen established.Cawkell doesnot expectto see

of successfulresearchers.
The authors reexaminethe conceptof the journal in the light of current computer-communicationstechnology and discussfour forms of
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electronicjournals that have emerged on the Electronic Information Exchange System (EIES). The four forms are: (1) an informal newsletter,
(2) an unrefereed "paper fair," (3) a journal that replicates the traditional print-based system, and (4) a highly structural inquiry-response
system. The economic imperatives that will force the replacement of current print-based journals are reviewed. It is predicted that the next few
decades will witness the emergence of networks of small computer systems dedicated to dispersed journal functions and under the control of
the primary communities responsible for the creation of the informatton.
Jeanne Guillaume offers readers a rare and exciting opportunity to
find out how an electronic journal and computer conferencing really
work.tu The author reports the evaluation results of an experimental
computer conferencing system, Electronic Information Exchange System (EIES), developed by Murray Turoff at the NewJersey Institute of
Technology. The evaluation looked at the functioning of the interactive
group of academics involved in the experiment as well as the quality of
the research and the information exchange carried out. "IJsers had
mixed feelings about the viability of computer conferencing as an effective medium of exchange and decidedly negative feelings regarding the
system's.usefulness for producing and/or storing personal files or documents. "" What was missing in the electronic conferencing was a lack of
process/observational skills among the participants. Skills that may be
present in a group that interacts in person, may be stifled by electronic
communication. The author concludes, "It is not sufficient for participants, system designers, and computer specialists to assume that the interactive and information exchange patterns which are appropriate in a
print medium will be equally appiopriate in an electronic medium. "t'
The Fall 1981 issue of the Drexel Lib.r^ar2Quarterlyfocuses on many different aspectsof the electronic library. "Joseph Matthews offers a primer
on the computer and what it can do; Richard Sweeney discussesremote
document delivery through videotex and the role of public library services in the electronic telecommunications systems that are currently being developed; Brigitte Kenney reviews the past, present, and likely future of library information delivery systems; Neal Kaske and Nancy
Saunders present their thoughts on networking and the electronic library. Additional topics covered include C. Edwin Dowlin's article on
the education necessary to prepare professionals for the electronic library; Barbara Conroy's views on training and development of staff
who work in the electronic librarv: and Richard Walter and V. F. Kralisz' article on financing the elecfronic library.
Although, as is so often the case with collections like this one, quality
differs from article to article and some of the material presented is basic
textbook material, this collection contains a number of thoughtprovoking ideas and packages a lot of interesting perspectives on the
topic in a readily accessibleformat.
Kenneth Dowlin proposes an expanded role for the electronic library
and stressesthat the future is here and that libraries should be adventurous and welcome the ability to provide an enormous increase in the
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change because they are "impartial providers of information on demarri. "" The authoi's view ofiibrarians of the future is that they will be

Seiler and Raben believe the modern library will be replaced by the
electronic library and that academic administrators may not be as resistant to the idea of electronic dissemination of research frndings as many
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fers a counterview in his article. "The Future of the Book: A Historian's
Perspective. "t' FIe believes that technology will lead to a more complex
and more diversified information environment, rather than change services in any radical way. His view is based on his analysis of the differing
research requirements of academic disciplines and the likely economic
pressures on researchers.
Peter Curwen's comprehensive study of the state of the art of British

essary to make them an attractive buy. He feels that it is too soon to tell
what will happen, but cautions about predicting a premature death for
the printed book.
As is evident from the above summaries, many authors are examining
electronic technology and discussing its various applications to libraries.
Baumol and Blackman are two of the very few authors writing about the
cost of computerized operation of libraries relative to costs of more conventional operations." The authors dissect the "technocratic view" of
the future expressed by Lancaster, Thompson, and others and test the
hypothesis that traditional labor-intensive methods of library operation
will give way to the computer because of economic incentives. Using cost
data from the past three decades, Baumol and Blackman illustrate the
cost disease of library operations, discuss trends in computer costs, and
show how the rising costs of computer software are outpacing the decline
in computer hardware costs. The probability that the rate of technological progress in electronics and communication will continue is almost a
foregone conclusion. The authors predict that the labor component of
electronic technology will be subject to the cost disease found in traditional operations and computer costs will actually begin to rise. In short,
the electronic library will retain a large labor-intensive component and
will continue to need substantial financial support to carry out its mis-

try is discussed. The following is a brief synopsis of some of the more
interesting material that discusses electronic publishing in this wider
context.
PUBLISHING AsPEcTs
Borrell, in his article, "Developments in Electronic Publishing,"
looks at the application of new technologies in the printing industry and
seesthat this industry is trying hard to integrate the technologies of word
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processing, photocomposition and phototypesetting, computer graphics, laser scanning, communicationi, and information retiieval.P Eco-

tion or ability of the end user to deal with electronic services as the

Singleton _provides excellent coverage of the advantages and disadvantages ofthe electronicjournal and points out problemi of cost of production and transmissron.
Robert Campbell, director of Blackwell Scientifrc Publications, in an
article in The Bookseller, forecasts some of the far-reaching effects that
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tion. Pros and cons of this scenario are discussed as well as the application of similar publishing methods to textbooks and leisure reading materials. Implications for booksellers and libraries are addressed. In a
more recent article for Chemistryand Industr2, Campbell expands on this
theme. He seesthe electronic journal and document delivery systems as
answers to current copyright/photocopying problems. "With an elec-

In two issues of The Bookseller,Bruce Coward discussesopportunities
that electronic publishing presents to the book trade-the information
publisher of reference books, dictionaries, publishers of children's
books, technical information publishers.* Effects of view data systems
on publishers of Open University and similar academic materials are
covered. Copyright issues and economic considerations are mentioned
briefly.

In part one of The Print Publisherin an Electronic World, speakers address
new information technologies such as videodisc, videot-ex, satellite distribution, and developments in the home video market.*'Speakers in the
second part of the conference discuss how major publishers are preparing for electronic publishing. Examples for newspaper, periodical,
book, and diversified publishers are given. Public policy issues are discussed. Part three of the conference covered emerging education markets for information technology, including the education publishers and
electronic distribution, video programming, and microcomputers in the
school. Part four addressed the role of new information technologies in

have already changed the way the printed word is prepared, edited, and
put together. Costs of traditional distribution systems will undergo big
price increases forcing publishers to adopt electronic distribution sys:
tems to augment rather than totally replace present printed products.
The author defines the need for a delivery or videotex system and the
role videotex will play in the future of publishing.
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PRoBLEMS

disseminating information electronically, which describes developments
in database services and the early signs of pr-oblems in the transition
n'A
number of reference
from print publishing to electronicp.r6lithittg.-u
databases and indexes are discussed, including Superindex, Harper &
Time Share Corporation's Guidance Information
Row's HARFAX,
System, and the American Heritage Dictionary, as are developments in
teletext, videotex, and microcomputer courseware from the point of
view of publisher interest. Videodisc developments are contrasted to videocassettesand videocassette recorders.
Copvnrcrrr AND OrHER Punrc

Porrcv fssuns

Ringer
"Post-Gutenberg Copyright Concepts," by Paul G. Zurkowski
"Copyright and the Computer: Why the (Jnauthorized-Duplication
ofCopyrighted Materials for IJse as Computer Input Should Constitute Infringement," by ArthurJ. Greenbaum
"Economics, Automation and Copyright," by Charles H. Lieb
"Electronic Computers: Storage and Retrieval," by Mervin E. Muller
"Technology and the Copyright Law: The Systems Approach," by
George V. Eltgroth

"Authors'Rights," by Irwin Karp
"Permissions and Paymentsin Automated Systems," by Harold E .
Wigren
"A Code for the Unique Identification of Recorded Knowledge and
Information," by HowardJ. Hilton
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"The Publishers' Rumplestiltskin: Copyright Revision," by Kirby
B. Westheimer
"lummary
and Analysis," by Lowell Hattery and George Bush
"Conclusions and Recommendations," by Lowell H-attery and
George Bush.
Of special note is the paper by Zurkowski, who envisions an era when
publishers will promote. copying in a variety of formats because the economic incentive to receive numerous small royalties for use of parts of a
work in addition to the sale of entire works wili be attractive. Dbcument

of information.

publishing and includes a nontechnical explanation of how electronic
publishing works, its technology, hardwar-e, costs, and market structure.
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Useful reading for the legal, publishing, and broadcasting professions, the book covers the most pertinent economic and legal questions
being asked today by companies and individuals involved in the communications industries who need to know what the regulatory climate
for electronic publishing is.
RBcnNt

DEvELoPMENTS

In a paper presented at the annual meeting of the Association for Education inJournalism, Garrison reports on a study of effects of video display terminal (VDT) use on the work and perceptions of copy editors.'
Findings are: adaption and adjustment to VDT were not difficult,
caused no change in the quality of work, and routine tasks were reduced.
The bibliography cites a number of articles on electronic publishing and
newspapers.
In their special report, Guide to ElectronicPublishing: Opportunitiesin Online and VidzodntaSeruices,Spigai and Sommer'' provide concise and current information to publishers and investors on potential business opportunities and the new technology. Both online and viewdata services
are addressed and quantities ofdata about suppliers and costs are provided. Much of the statistical and cost data was out of date at the time of
publication. Print publishers who want to know more about the rapid
changes brought about by electronic technology and the emerging new
media will find answers to their questions in this report. Other information professionals will find a wealth of nontechnical business-oriented information to help them understand what is happening to print publishing today.
Knowledge Industry Publications recently-Reaiew
announced a new publication called Data Base/Electronic Publishing:
and Forecast,-1983.t'
Marketed as an authoritative report on the size and growth of the electronic publishing industry, this industry report promises to offer subscribers forecasts on major developments in new databases, new distributors, telecommunications, personal computers, software publishing,
teletext, and videotex. Its list price of $225 for approximately seventyfive pages of information points up other aspects of the impact of technology on libraries and information users, issues of access, costs, copyright, user's fees, etc.
Several new journals focusing on new electronic technology for publishers and libraries have surfaced recently. The Electronic Librarl, published by Learned Information, Oxford, England, began life inJanuary
1983 as a quarterly scholarly journal devoted to library automation and
networks, the applications of minis and micros in libraries and information centers, and the development of software for such applications.s'
The journal's scope is international with David Raitt of the Netherlands
as editor and an editorial board of acknowledged experts in their field.
Although the journal's scope is limited in its focus, its approach is diverse. In addition to news notes, which were timely and informative,
and book reviews, which were sufficiently extensive and evaluative, research papers in the frrst two issuescovered topics ranging from software
for microcomputers, conversational cataloging, library automation in
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Norway, and the role of the library in the information society. The research papers were interesting and current, most presumed a solid foundation in present technology and its application to library processes. If
future issuesmaintain the quality of the first two issues, this new journal
should make a real contribution to librarianship at a relatively modest
subscription rate of $49 per year.
EPB: Electronic Publishing and Bookselling is a newsletter published by
Oryx Press (the first issue appeared inJune 1983) designed to describe
computer systems that have been working for publishers and booksellers
and describe them in English rather than "computerese. "'-Judging by
the first issue, this newsletter will be of peripheral interest to librarians,
other than those who keep up with developments in the publishing industry.
Other new journal titles that have recently been announced include
Electronic Publishing Reuiew, a quarterly published by Learned Information, Oxford, England,"" and Monitor, a monthly review of current
events in the online and electronic publishing industries by the same
publisher.'u
As is readily apparent, the literature on electronic publishing is increasing daily. Nearly every selection mentioned in this review lists
other sources of information, and several offer extensive bibliographies.
Literature on many topics such as videotex, digital and optical digital
storage devices, teletext, etc. was not reviewed here for the obvious reasons oflack of space and time. Electronic technology is the future, if not
the only future, for libraries. It will be imperative for knowledgeable,
well-informed librarians to plan that future. Perhaps this literature review will help librarians in the process of embracing change.
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TechnicolServicesin the
Age of EleclronicPublishing
Edwin Brownrigg, Clifford Lynch, ond Mory Engle

THE ADVENTon widespread computer-based electronic publishWrt"
ing, changes in the traditional technical services functions arelnevitable. The introduction of electronic publishing will, in our opinion, bring
about a return to the basics in technical services. Many functions, such
as circulation and acquisitions, which have become highly stylized and
formalized over the last few decades. will have to be reaiseised and their

are.

tronicjournals will differ from printedjournals, but with the fact that the
advent of electronic journals will plunge the user and the librarian into a
new world full of strange and unexpected implications. The challenge of
coping with these new questions will fall heavily upon the technical services librarian.
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mingham and Loughborough,6 and actuar production systems like the
American chemical Society's chemicar Abstracts Servicet are examples.

THE SHocK oF THE ELEcTRoNIc

ARTIFAcT

Clnonical,text, produced in thousands of uniform copies, may cease
.
to exist. As de Sola Pool describes it, the end of canonical text

we might add that with the computer typesetting and composition ca-
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artifact?

EcoNoMrc CoNsrornerroNs

and the publisher.
THE TRANSITION
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posed to archiaalmaterials is proportionally very large. Studies have long
since concluded that most library use is of recentlt acquired material
Put another way , library rnaterials are used more than archioal materials. '*
But, with the advent of elecronic publishing and electronic document
delivery, what today is processed as librar2 miterial in the future will be
processed as archiaalmaterial. Documents published or transcribed and
disseminated in machine-readable form will become the current marerial, and access to newly archived material will slowly grow more difficult.
It_will be a long twilight, however, particularly for circulation and interlibrary loan. Publication of physical printed 6ooks will not stop suddenly, if at all. F.ven with recent advances in optical scanning and character recognition, it seems unlikely that massive retiospective
conversion efforts will produce machine-readable copies of even a major
part of the.existing inventory of material. Thus older systems will continue to exist side by side with new electronic distribution systems. This
situation will present vexing operational and budgetary problems for library managers.and automators in the coming yeirs. Should priority be
glvgn_!o improving old systems or deploying new ones for electronic media? Should attempts be made to integrate iechnical processing systems
for the existing physical inventory wiih those for the new elecironic inventory, or must parallel and distinct systems be maintained indefrnitely?

A Rrvrnw oF TrtECr,essrcer,
TECHNICAL SERVICES FUNcTIoNs
Historigally, al1of the technical services activities have had important
purposes. In the future some may become unimportant; deacquiiitions,
for example, will matter little because electroniC documents do not conI disk storage will make space very
ons has always been economic, and
: it costs more to eliminate data from
ptical disk, than the space would be
Circulation is primarily an inventory control function. But when materials can be duplicated indefinitely, and the patron always gets a copy,
inventory ceasesto be a concern. Yet circulation, at least thioreticaily,
has a secondary purpose. Today the number of books borrowed is a
plausible measure of library use. Circulation, or more accurately, usage
datamay become the basis both for billing patrons (should this become a
library's policy) and for compensatittg piblirh.rs.'It
is not clear that libraries will frnd it necessary or desirable to pass along costs for electronic
services,to the patron, but current attempti to automate circulation systems will put the apparatus in place to do so.
Serials check-in is another inventory function. Depending on the billing arralgements, it may become either an accounting funition, keeping track of text shipped from the publisher's computer to the libraryrs
computer,. or just an information collection activity as the publisher's
computer informs the library's computer when material becomes available (with the assumption that charges will be generated only when the
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successor.

tinue, and libraries will need ever-increasing expertise in both the legal
and business aspects of such contractual commitments. Imagine negoti-

tooth and nail.
In this situation, the user will not ask the library to acquire a piece of
text unless the user knows that it exists. Therefore, there is a great economic impetus for the publisher to create catalog records for the material
and eithei distribute them or make rhem available to the library at little
or no cost in much the same way they now distribute catalogs of their
books. The distribution would be far more widespread, however, and
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books), possibly in a new bibliographic field called "publisher's advertisement," as distinct from "cataloger's notes." (Even in scientific
works, cataloging may have to be extended to include tables of contents
and the like-which
are available at little or no cost since they can be
captured from the source text.)
Such cataloging/advertising is not without its problems. We have all
had the experience of ordering a book based on somewhat overstated or
inaccurate advertising material and of being disappointed. Also, today's
collection development specialists serve a sort of editorial function, in
the sensethat the books held by a library in an area supervised by a good
collection development specialist tend to be the more important works in
the area. There may still be a need for collection development groups to
endorse books or articles and for these endorsements to be available to
the patron as guidance in selecting material.
One positive aspect of this process may be a reduction, at long last, in
the rate of growth of available information. Useless material may become easier to recognize since it will often languish unacquired in the
publishers' computers or receive little use after the library acquires it. It
will be possible to build feedback mechanisms that allow users to rate or
review materials after they have used them. The occupation of book or
article editor or reviewer may take on new prestige and importance,
since a user confronted with frfty otherwise undistinguishable articles
will need some criteria for making selections.
If users become able to initiate an acquisitions process and spend the
library's money, other implications arise. Today libraries have acquisitions budgets that are typically sub-allocated into various subject areas.
Mechanisms will have to be developed to permit the library to maintain
control in this new environment. Imagine the patron's being told by the
computer system that the library is unable to provide any more articles
on biology this year because the acquisitions budget has been exhausted.
Billing might also become a sore point, and one of the major new businessfunctions of the library could become the maintenance of credit with
various publishers. One can envision a user requesting material from a
publisher's online system and getting a message from the publisher's
computer saying, "Your library is 90 days in arrears and we are not letting it have any more text till it pays up. " As the library stores less and
less material in-house on a permanent basis, it will become more and
more reliant on the smooth continuance of its relationships with external
suppliers.
Thus it is in the areas of acquisitions and cataloging that the greatest
change will occur. In the most extreme scenario one can envision a library's online catalog serving less as a catalog of the library's holdings
than as an online shopping guide to documents offered by various authors, publishers, or learned societies. Cataloging in the classical sense
would become the responsibility of the information provider rather than
the library-the
library would act more as a delivery channel than as a
selective information acquirer and organizer.
TrrN LrnneRY IN AN ELEcTRoNIc

PUBLISHING ENvrnoNrUrNT

This leads to some very diffrcult questions about the future role of the
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publishers.
A secondjustihcation for the continued useof libraries lies in a re-cognition of thievaluation aspectof the classicalacquisitionsprocess.Only
a few scholarshave the time or interest to read exhaustivelyin a subject

user. As long as patronswant to be able to go and talk to human beings,
there will coitinue to be a needfor local libiaries. And, of course,archival printed material will continue to be in demand locally for some time
to come.
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make direct arrangements to obtain this material from numerous research communiti&. Libraries themselves may take over some of the
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ElectronicPublishing
ond LibrqryTechnicolServices
Brion Aveney
publishingpromisessubstantialchanges
In thenextJeutdzcades,
in pat'
electronic
ternsoJpublishingand library organization.Trendsin electronic
editions,ondffimndpubl;shing,and onlinepublishingarereuiewed,
andpotentialelJects
on
library seraices
and organizationarediscussed.Electronicpublishing uill tendto
increase
theemphasisonproJessional
aersus
aersusclericaltasksandpublic seruices
technicalsentices.

rn
I un wonlo or publishing is currently in a state of ferment, if not outright chaos. It seemsthat everything that anyone can imagine is happening in a rich tapestry of electronic pluralism. New information packages
proliferate: videotape, videodisc, compact (audio) disc, videotex, teletext, hypertext, and numeric databases. New genres are emerging:
docudrama, music video, video games, courseware, role-playing
books.
games, and interactive fiction, such as Choose-Your-Own-Adaenturs
Much of the literature of the future touts one development or another
as the wave of the future. All of these attempts to defrne the future are
inherently doomed. There will not be one future; there will be many.
Some will exist concurrently, some consecutively. Frederick Kilgour
was one of the earliest voices in library literature to note the computer's
capacity to particularize, to address each individual separately.' This capability is being used to create a sort of electronic supermarket, where
users can choose the kind of information package most hospitable to
their current interests and to their individual tastes.
In this heterogeneous electronic Oz, does it make any senseto spend
time identifying the yellow brick road? Richard DeGennaro has observed in many of his writings that it is foolish to spend a great deal of
time and energ'y trying to prepare to control an as yet undefrned future.'
Without denying the wisdom of that advice, we may nonetheless wish
occasionally to Iift a weather-eye from our daily tasks and attempt to predict what storms might hit.
This essayis an attempt, not to predict a coherent and comprehensible
future, but rather to identify threads of development and suggest ways in
The editor invited Brian Avenev. Director for Research and Development, Blackwell
North America, Inc., to describi the future world ofthe technical services librarian that
he anticipates.
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which they might impact library operations. Given the multivariable
and pluralistic nature of free-market development, attempts to attach
firm dates to future events are necessarily closer to science frction than
scholarship. Still, it is not unreasonable to suggest some probable sequencing of events without attaching great value to expect-dates.
Paul Starr has categorized three major alternatives for future publishing: electronic editions, on-demand publishing, and online publishing.'
While Starr describes these as alternatives. they are not mutually exclusive and a given "publication" will often belong to more than one category.
ELECTRONIC EDITIoNS
By electronic
editionswe mean "publications" that are inherently electronic and could not be contained within the traditional paper packages
(books, journals) without loss of some portion of the message. In terms of
library history, these electronic editions may be viewed as descendants
of mechanical and electrical editions such as slides, audiotapes, and motion pictures. We will limit this discussion to electronic media that are
distributed in physical packages, manufactured and distributed in editrons.
For all the rhetoric about media freaks and "printists," librarians
have adapted rather well to new physical media as they have appeared. It
took a while to figure out that slides are best stored so that they may be
scanned in groups on translucent trays or racks, rather than lifted oneby-one from trays. We've wondered which emerging media will prevail
and seen investments in wire recorders and 8-track cartridges prove to
be wrong guesses.We've wrestled with cataloging rules defined for print
and extended only belatedly to other media. Still, our record is reasonably good; we have located, cataloged, stored, and retrieved these materials.
Just as we have provided slide viewers, film loop projectors, tape recorders, and phonograph record players in the past, so libraries are today adding videocassette recorders, compact disc players, videodisc
players, and microcomputers for public use. While this proliferation of
equipment can cause budgetary, space-planning, and procedural diffrculties, these problems are similar to the ones we've successfully solved
in the past. The task of providing adequate facilities for individually
viewing videodiscs that will permit others in the library to work undisturbed is different only in detail from problems of organizing listening
rooms or language laboratories. Identifying videocassettes or floppy
disks that have been erased by borrowers is little different from checking
phonograph records for scratihes or motion pictures for bad splices. Oui
carrels may look somewhat different; but they will still require electricity, floor space, sound isolation, and a chaft to sit on.
Sequentially viewed " scroll" media such as videocassettesand directaccess"codex" media such as videodiscs have differing viewing requirements. Scroll media are customarily viewed as a whole. For this reason,
our bibliographic access will usually target the whole work, monographic cataloging in effect. Codex media are also often viewed as a
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whole; the principal value of putting feature films on videodisc is its superior durability and quality of reproduction as compared to videocassette. But the direct accessand freeze-frame capabilities of videodisc also
make it appropriate for reference works and "rnagazines. " How many
analytical entries is it reasonable to make for the videodisc with all the
paintings in the Metropolitan Museum of Art? StiII, this question conceptually is the same as that of cataloging the reproductions in book
form.
Electronic editions may make our reading rooms dissolve into vast
egg crates of carrels. They may complicate our bibliographic apparatus.
They may call for increasing ingenuity in our reference service. Nonetheless, libraries have always found away to "mark it and park it, " and
electronic packages are still only packages. While details may change,
the functions of the library will not be substantively changed because the
shapes of the packages change. We will still select, acquire, organize,
store, and circulate whatever packages the engineers and marketeers
may produce.
ON-DEMAND PUBLISHING
On-demand publish^ing, or downloading as it is described in some literature, promises to affect library organization and functions dramatically. Anything that can be digitized can be transmitted electronically
from central or regional storage over telephone lines, cable, or satellite
links to an appropriate receiver. We can digitize today virtuilly any
sound or image. Sony and the American Broadcasting Company have
proposed to download encrypted movies to home videocassette records.'
Panasonic, National Public Radio, and Codart are developing a scheme
for on-demand creation of music tape cassettesby encoded broadcasts to
home tape recorders." For the new electronic media, the barriers to ondemand publishing or downloading are principally financial, legal, and
organizational.
The major barriers to on-demand publishing of print materials are
terminal or output device limitations and transmission costs. Current
output devices present few barriers to coded transmission of the limited
character sets used by newsletters and, because of commercial newsletters' typically high selling price to amount of text, transmission costs are
not a major diffrculty. The barrier to on-demand publication of newsletters is the lack of sufficient receivers. This problem is being addressed
aggressively by Atari, Coleco, Texas Instruments, Tandy, Apple, IBM,
and a host of camp followers and stragglers. We can reasonably expect
the microcomputer with modem and printer to be nearly as prevalent in
homes as television sets within the decade, and ubiquitous in business
offices before that. Because of the intended high time-value of most
newsletters, on-demand publication should be popular with those who
have facilities for receiving them. A kind of technological imperative
suggests that the many serious technical, legal, and financial questions
will be resolved. By the end of this decade, the question for newsletters
may be whether the printed version will have sufficient subscribers to
make it an economically viable proposition.
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Books and journals present greater hurdles. Considerable effort is under way on two fronts in electronic publishing of basically textual materials. The first addressesthe intermixing of unlike kinds of transmissions
from digitized voice and live-action images to encoded text and graphics. The second, more immediately pertinent to libraries, addressesthe
encoding of symbols not in our current computer fonts, such as mathematical symbols, corporate logos, diacritical marks, unusual letters, and
hieroglyphs. In some cases, infrequently used symbols may be
downloaded as scan lines or as mathematical descriptions and then addressed as encoded characters in later uses during the same transmissions.
Dot matrix and ink-jet printers do not provide sufficient resolution for
a wide repertoire of symbols. High-quality impact printers, like daisywheel and type ball printers, cannot provide an adequate number of
variations for mechanical reasons. xerographic, laser printing, and telefacsimile devices provide one reasonable development path. If we wed
the low-cost xerographic copier to the solid-state laser, and add a modem
and a microprocessor or two, we would have a device capable of producing any printed image we want.
When will on-demand printing of books and journals be here? We
first need to agree upon standards for encoding symbols outside the normal character set. Then we need to have a suff,rcient number of active ondemand receivers to justify publishers' making texts available online,
and we need a sufficient number of texts available to justify purchase of
on-demand output devices.
On-demand publication will probably be applied to journal publishing before books because the user will often receive full text of only part
of a given issue, minimizing transmission costs.Journals and books that
are the least dependent on unusual characters or sophisticated illustrations will precede those more dependent. University press books and
other small edition publications will precede trade publications, since
printing and distribution are a high percentage of total costs for short
runs.
Ithiel de Sola Pool has noted that, in an on-demand environment,
"the reader will often throw away the paper copy as soon as it is read and
get a duplicate from the terminal if he wants it again later, for it may be
cheaper and easier than storing the paper to get the same document on
paper many times."o The disposable book promises to cause the most
significant changes in library organization.

ONr,rNrPuslrsHrNc
With online publishing, users are given accessto more current material than can be economically distributed in packages. Online publications are distinguished from on-demand publications in that the frnal
product is not merely delivered on demand, but also shaped on demand.
For example, producing a bibliography by searching an online database
is different in nature from reproducing one already organized and stored
in the ERIC system, a low technology, remote publication-on-demand
scheme.
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One of the most important and underestimated trends in electronic
publishing is the move from passive, linear presentations to interactive
systems. "Readers" of electronic publications can rearrange tabular
data or text for their own purposes. They can run canned or individually
programmed routines against databases and, in effect, create new data
in so doing. This blurs the distinction between author and user. Video
games are an extreme in interaction where the player becomes primarily
reactive, an intelligent solenoid as it were. We are even seeing interaction devolve from electronics to print in the increasingly prevalent treestructured mysteries and adventures and role-playing games popular
with adolescents.
Speaking of interactive software, Paul Starr has noted that "computer
games and instruction take advantage of these features; so also could a
serious electronic literature. Although the new technology is now used
mainly for didactic, fact-frnding, and entertainment purposes, it may
stimulate the development of new intellectual and artistic forms that
may be partly read, partly played. "'
Whatever the final shape of online publishing, there are two important questions for us: Will information be accessedin the library or in the
home or ofhce? Will users want librarians' assistance or do it themselves?The answer to both questions is probably yes. While there will be
home use by sophisticated users, there also will be a need for library provision of these services for the foreseeable future. In a slightly different
context, Kevin Hegarty has noted that "initial consumer experiences
with newspapers and telephones were at public stations-drugstores,
with public telephones; and for newpapers, coffee houses in the 17th and
lBth Century England, which provided newspapers to customers. PubIic libraries could well become the public stations and coffee houses for
VIDEOTEX.''8
THE ON.DEMAND LIBRARY
It is difficult to predict a date when a sufficient amount of on-demand
publication will relegate edition-printing to the dustbin. It is not likely to
occur in this decade. It is highly likely to occur before the end of the next
and within the projected active professional lifetime of many of us. It
may be of some value to review our existing operations in light of a hypothetical purely on-demand publishing scenario.
SnrncrroN
The hrst and most obvious change is that instead of selecting materials
in anticipation of demand, selection will be done on demand. Gone will
be systematic collection development of new materials (our historical
stores will continue). Selection will become a purely public service function. There is already an analog to this decoupling of the selection and
collection functions in the online reference services libraries offer by using central databases that are not directly related to individual library
collections.
The spread of the personal word processor and the increase in worldwide literacy will expand the number of potential authors. On-demand
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mazes.
AcqursrrroNs

In the hypothetical purely on-demand publication environment, the
acquisitions department will disappear.
Ce,retocrNc
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Specialized libraries may continue to build unlgye catalogs for -ni.g-nvalue uses. This activity will tend to locate in public services much like
the preparation of bibliographies today, since the emphasis will be on
servingthe needs of a specific group of users.
Snnrels
As serials decompose into databases of articles, ttre need to keep track
of "issues" systemitically will disappear. Items will be paid for as delivered, not by'subscription. Analogibf cuttettt serial reference services
will continue as part of public services.
Crncur-lrroN
When we stop acquiring, storing, retrieving, and reshelving ondemand printed books and-journalJ for economic reasons, we won't
need circulation files, overdu-enotices, recalls, or circulation statistics to
guide collection development, or circulation departments to maintain
these tools.
THB Honae Pmnrrn

on it.
If people make their own books at home, the library will, over time,
disappear. The librarian as readers' adviser or information counselor
will lontinue to be important in inverse proportion to the sophistication
and clarity of the online software used-to access the on-demand electronic storehouses.

CoNcLusroNs

shift dramatically toward public services.
RnrrnBxcrs
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ElectronicPublishing,[ibrories,
qnd the Survivolof Informolion
Gordon B. Neovill

roleof libraries.

TI

He covpurER MAKESpossible a fundamental change in the way recorded information is diss-eminated. For the frrst time in human history,

This article is based in part on a researchreport presented at a Treeting ofthe Association
ofAmerican Library Sihools onJanuary i, tg{S, byGordon B. Neavill, AssistantProfessor, Graduate School of Libriry Service, University of Alabama'
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information systems powerful capabilities that print-based systems can
never hope to match.
TEcHNoLoGIcAL DETERMINANTS oF
INFoRMATIoN SURVIvAL

In an electronic environment as described by Lancaster, recorded information m_aynot exist in tangible form outside the memory of central
computers. when information is freed from the confines of a physical
container it is rendered vulnerable. It can be altered or revisediiihout
any indication that a
-changehas been made. It can be purged from the
system altogether. Information without a physical containei cannot survive on its own. whgn information is purged from a computer-based
electronic system, it is lost.
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THE LIBRABY'S INSTITUTIONAL RO[T

value to someone.
potential
'
As books became cheaper and more plentiful and literacy the norm
instead of the exception, ihe emphasis shifted to the distribution function. New kinds of libraries came-into existence, such as school libraries,

those needs can best be met. This is as it should be. In an environment
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In an electronic environment, paying conscious attention to the survival of recorded information will be an urgent necessity. With this goes
a renewed emphasis on the library's role as a social institution.

The survival of information in an electronic environment becomes an intellectual and technological problem in its own
right.

The old debate over whether the library should be regarded as a social
institution or a social agency was, in large part, a debate about which of
the library's dual functions should receive primary emphasis. When
Lowell Martin in 1937 defined the library as "an institution for the
transmission of group culture and knowledge as recorded in printed materials," he acknowledged the importance of the survival function.'
Twelve years later, Jesse Shera stated the casefor viewing the library not
as a social institution but as a social agency. "The distinction," he
wrote, "is fundamental to complete understanding of the relation between the library and its social environment. Whereas the social institution is primary and basic, the social agency is secondary and derived.
The family and the state are institutions; the school, the library, and the
museum are agencies. The one determin^esthe pattern of society, and
the other is determined by that pattern. "'
Shera's view lent theoretical support to the modern emphasis on the
library as an agency through which recorded information and knowledge are distributed, and most librarians during the past thirty-frve
years have endorsed his position. On the whole, the view of the library as
a social agency has been valuable and rewarding. It has focused attention on the importance of the social setting in shaping the development of
libraries and the services they provide, and it has encouraged investigation into the information needs of various users and the kinds of services
that best meet those needs. Its chief theoretical shortcoming is that it
does not adequately account for the library's role in ensuring the survival of recorded information.
fn an electronic environment, the view of the library as a social agency
has dangerous policy implications. If the library is regarded merely as a
social agency, one can argue that, ifconditions change and other agencies come into existence that are able to distribute recorded information
and knowledge more efficiently, then libraries could be supplanted and
"wither away, their historic duty done, " as one observer has expressed
rt.'
We need to begin thinking of the library as both a social agency and a
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social institution. As a social agency the library is involved in the distribution of recorded information and knowledge. It is not the only agency
with this function, but it has been and so far continues to be the most
important. In its institutional role the library has no serious competition. The library is the primary social institution by means of which a
society remains in contact with and in possession of its accumulated
stock of recorded knowledge.
The library has served its institutional role in all literate societies,
whatever their particular social environments have been. In this role the
library is as basic to the fabric of society as are institutions like the family
and the state. Remaining in contact with its stock of knowledge is a matter of fundamental importance to any society. Indeed, a society can be
well defrned in terms of its stock of knowledge and how that knowledge is
distributed among its members.
THE STocK oF KNOWLEDGE
The stock of knowledge of a nonliterate society cannot exceed that
which can be held in the minds of its members. Since this knowledge
remains available to the society only so long as it is transmitted directly
from one mind to another, its long-term survival is never certain. With
the advent ofliteracy, constructs ofwords and ideas can be recorded in
physical form, and the potential stock of knowledge expands to include
not only knowledge actively possessedin the minds of living human beings but also knowledge recorded in physical objects that remain available to the society.
The ability to store knowledge outside the human brain makes possible the cumulative growth of knowledge characteristic of literate societies. Our own stock of knowledge consists of the contributions of many
previous generations together with what we have added. Some of the
contributions of earlier writers continue to be widely read and cited.
Other works are kept alive by relatively few readers. Many more slip
from active possessionaltogether and survive only as physical objects on
library shelves, awaiting the arrival of some Prince Charming (often in
the guise of a doctoral student) to bestow a fleeting kiss of life. As Michael Polanyi has written, "Only a small fragment of his own culture is
directly visible to any of its adherents. Large parts of it are altogether
buried in books, paintings, musical scores, etc., which remain mcstly
unread, unseen, unperformed. The messagesof these records live, even
in the minds best informed about them, only in their awareness of having accessto them and ofbeing able to evoke their voices and understand
them."'
Access to the accumulated stock of recorded knowledge, especially to
that part of it which is no longer commercially available, is provided
chiefly by libraries. This stock of knowledge is not a miscellaneous accumulation. So long as intellectual works are recorded in tangible form,
the primary responsibility for defrning and shaping a society's stock of
recorded knowledge rests with its librarians. Private correspondence,
corporate records, and other unpublished documents generally remain
in the private possessionof their creators or owners, outside the stock of
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public knowledge. They enter the stock of public knowledge only if they
are published or if they are acquired by libraries for their potential research value. Although the greater part of the stock of knowledge preserved in libraries consists of published works, publication alone does
not ensure that a work will be acquired, cataloged, and retained. Some
published works are thought by Iibrarians to have insufhcient value to
justify their inclusion in library collections. If the place of a work in the
stock of knowledge is not secured by bibliographic control in the broadest sense, it is relegated to a kind of limbo when it ceasesto be commercially available. Yet as long as physical copies of the work survive, there
is always the possibility that its place in the publicly available stock of
knowledge can be secured retrospectively.
ET,TctnoNIc PUBLISHING AND
THE STOCK OF KNOWLEDGE
The question facing us now is this: Would an electronic society, relying primarily on computer-based electronic systems for the storage and
distribution of recorded information, be able to retain contact with its
accumulated stock of recorded knowledge? Since information in a
computer-based electronic system is not recorded in physical objects that
have an independent existence of their own, it will survive only so long as
it is retained in the system. Commercial vendors of such systems are concerned with the distribution of information in the marketplace. They
may assume part of the library's role as an agency involved in the distribution of recorded information. but thev are not likelv to share the library's institutional commitment to the survival of information.
Three categories of information could be in danger. Formal contributions to scientific or scholarly literature for which there is little or no apparent demand might eventually be purged from the system. Nonscholarly writings that have served the primary purpose for which they were
created and are no longer in demand would in all probability be purged,
precluding their later use by scholars for secondary purposes. Finally,
the continual updating of electronic reference works could mean the loss
of noncurrent information.

. . . the primary responsibility for defining and shaping a society's stock of recorded knowledge rests with its librarians.
The role of the information vendor in an electronic society is comparable to that of a publisher. Publishers in the print-based environment
do not keep books or other documents available forever. When the demand falls off, they are allowed to go out of print. There is no reason to
assume that commercial vendors of computer-based, electronic information systems will behave differently from their counterparts in the
print-based media. If retention of information in a computer-based system can no longer be justifred in economic terms, it may be purged from
the system. The problem is that these similar, perfectly rational deci-
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sions on the part of the print publisher and the electronic information
vendor have radically different implications for the stock of knowledge.
Out-of-print books, to the extent that copies have been acquired, cataloged, and retained in libraries, continue to be available to scholars and
anyone else who wishes to consult them. In an electronic environment,
information no longer retained in a computer memory ceasesto exist.
Of course, many of the circumstances that contribute to books or
other information-bearing physical objects being declared out of print
would not affect vendors of computer-based electronic systems. Print
publishers have high warehousing costs to consider. Current tax laws in
the United States discourage commercial publishers from carrying large
inventories of backlist titles. Even if all copies of a printed book sell out,
the level of continuing demand may be too low to justify a new printing.
Vendors of computer-based, electronic information systems would face
none of these problems. In an electronic environment, recorded information with a low but steady level of demand could remain commercially available indefi nitely.
But many contributions to the stock of knowledge do not have a level
of use that can be characterized as "low but steady. " Highly specialized
articles in scholarly journals may be read by a tiny handful of people
when they first appear and referred to with extreme infrequency thereafter. Because of the cumulative nature of scientific knowledge, older contributions to scientihc literature are hardly read at all. How often are
nonclassic scientific articles published twenty, forty, or eighty years ago
referred to today? A large part ofthe stock ofknowledge preserved in
libraries is dead or dormant knowledge retained for its archival value.
In a computer-based, electronic information system with full-text capacity, infrequently requested works would probably be stored offline in
a kind of archival memory. Even though storage costs in such a memory
would be very low, it would still cost something to retain works in the
system. I have no idea what rate of demand would be necessary to justify
retention in economic terms, and it may well be that inertia would militate against the selective purging of archival files. Nonetheless, I would
be surprised if commercial vendors retained works indefinitely for which
there was no apparent demand. Certainly the possibility exists that
rarely or never requested works would be purged.
Would it matter if they were? A specialized article in an obscure subdiscipline may be of great signifrcance to the handful of subsequent
scholars whose work leads them into that area. Rarely consulted publications that are outdated or superseded continue to be signifrcant to anyone interested in examining the development of a scholarly discipline.
Older contributions to the scientific literature have obvious value to the
historian and sociologist of science.
But it is also important to the practicing scientist that earlier contributions remain available. New knowledge occasionally leads to a reopening of old channels of inquiry that seemed to have been worked out, or
were merely abandoned, or were rejected as invalid. The theory of continental drift put forth by the meteorologist Alfred Wegener in 1912 was
rejected and even ridiculed until geophysical discoveries in the 1950s
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lent it new credibility. Michael Polanyi has noted how his theory of the
adsorption of gases, first published in 1914, was disregarded for nearly
half a century until changing views about the nature of intermolecular
forces permitted scientists to accept its validity." Precisely because of the
cumulative and intricately interrelated structure of our scientific knowledge,.with everything that we think we know, as Karl Popper has arSued,' being considered conjecture subject to criticism and refutation,
and with earlier contributions being built on and superseded by later
contributions, it is essential that the whole fabric be preserved. Only in
this way can earlier work-and later contributions based on it-be reexamined in the light of current knowledge. Since we cannot predict where
new discoveries will lead us, it is impossible to know which earlier contributions may eventually be subject to renewed scrutiny. All must be retained.
In an electronic environment, vendors of computer-based information systems would have to be strictly regulated to guard against any possibility that formal contributions to scientific and scholarly knowledge,
however rarely used, might be purged. But many nonscholarly electronic texts probably would not be protected. The real problem in an
electronic environment would be distinguishing between messagesthat
are truly ephemeral and those that might later tu'rn out to have value as
source material for scholarly research.
In a completely paperless society in which all recorded messageswere
disseminated electronically, there is a high probability that many kinds
of apparently ephemeral writings would be purged after they had served
their primary purpose and ceased to be in demand. Literary and other
works that failed to find or retain an audience might also be purged after
a time. It would be undesirable and probably impossible to retain everything. Yet an ongoing electronic holocaust of this sort would be a disaster
both for scholarship and for cultural life in general.
Many documents used by historians and other scholars are used for
purposes quite different from those for which the documents were orig"inally created. For example, to the extent that seventeenth-century sermons are read today, they are read primarily not for spiritual edification
but in order to penetrate the mental world of human beings who lived
three centuries ago. Reformation pamphlets, eighteenth-century chapbooks, nineteenth-century economic tracts, literature generated by social movements, such as the civil rights movement of the 1950s and
1960s or the women's movement of today, constitute the essential raw
material of history. These documents snrvitre for retrospective use by
scholars primarily because they have survived as physical objects long
after the primary purposes for which they were created are met. They
survive long after their authors and publishers lose interest in them.
And, having survived, they can then be used for secondary purposes
never imagined by those who created them.
Vendors of cornputer-based, electronic information systems are not
likely to retain information that has served its primary purpose and is no
longer in demand just because some scholar sometime in the future
might want to use it for some secondary purpose. I don't know what the
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scholars, and commercial information vendors should now be searching
for a means of ensuring the survival of noncurrent information in online
directories and other regularly updated electronic reference works. The
printed versions of these works will begin to disappear in the very near
future.
Consider a reference work like Booksin Priil. In its printed form, a new
edition appears once a year. Because print technology freezes data in a
particulaiionfiguration
and because of the time needed to manufacture
and distribute the edition, the information it contains is out of date on
the day of publication and becomes increasingly so as the year goes by.
Meanwhile, the univers e that Booksin Pint aspires to document is chang-

knowledge of how things stand today.
But would we still be able to know how things stood in the past? When
the new edition of a printed reference work like Books in Print comes out,
we continue to have a record of what books were in print the previous
year, and at what prices, because the old edition, being a physical object,
does not ceaseto exist when the new edition replaces it. Back volumes of

feature of print technology.
It is this feature of print technology-a by-product, as it were-that
makes historical research possible. In an electronic environment, we are
likely to lose much of the retrospective documentation we now take for
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granted, unless strict standards are promulgated that require that fairly
complicated retrospective capabilities be built into online directories
and other electronic current information services. This will not be easy.
For an electronic information service to provide a retrospective capability comparable to the back volumes of a printed reference work, three
distinct features would need to be incorporated. Entries that are no
longer current (books that go out of print, members of an organization
who die or drop their memberships, etc.) would have to be retained
somewhere in the system. Many electronic information services will find
it desirable to do this without mandatory standards, but some may not.
A more complex problem is posed by the revision of information within
fields of an entry. When the price of a book or an address in a biographical entry changes, the old information would have to be retained with an
indication of when it was superseded. Finally, for many scholarly purposes something more than a large cumulative file of current and retrospective information is needed. A content analysis of the types of books
available at a particular period or a study of how characteristics of the
members of a professional organization changed over time would require that the database be designed so it could be reconstructed as it existed at any given time in the past. An electronic information service
with these features would provide retrospective information far more efficiently than do back volumes of printed reference works.

In an electronic environment, we are likely to lose much of the
retrospective documentation we now take for granted, unless
strict standards are promulgated . . .
The diffrculty is that a retrospective capability of this sort is irrelevant
to the primary purposes for which current information services are created. Vendors may resist standards requiring that a retrospective capability be built into the system. Another difficulty is deciding who would
bear the added cost it would entail. Yet the provision of some form of
retrospective capability is imperative ifthe needs offuture scholars are to
be met. A possible alternative to an electronic retrospective capability
would be a requirement that a computer output microform record of the
database be generated at established intervals. This record would be
comparable to the back volumes of a printed reference work, and its sale
to research libraries could be a source of additional income to the vendor. Probably the best way to ensure the survival of noncurrent information in electronic reference works would be to tie the provision of some
form ofretrospective capability to copyright ofthe database.
Librarians and scholars may not be the only groups concerned about
the survival of information in an electronic environment. I don't know
to what extent legal scholars have begun thinking about these matters,
but it would seem that an electronic environment would also have grave
implications for the legal system, especially in terms of standards of evidence. In an electronic environment, legal evidence could easily be al-
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tered or destroyed. Suppose, for example, I enter a libelous statement
into a computer-based, electronic information system. Suppose then,
having allowed the statement to have its effect, I delete it. The fact of my
having committed libel remains. The evidence of the crime has vanished. Somewhatless dramatically, information also frgures in civil cases
of all kinds. Decisions are made, actions are taken, on the basis of information. If there is any legal question about those decisions or actions, it
is important that we be able to present as evidence the information on
which they were based. In an electronic environment, the ever-present
possibility that information might have been altered could raise doubts
about evidence submitted in a court of law. The routine updating of information could mean that information subsequently needed as legal evidence might no longer exist.
Even if computer-based electronic systems are designed in such away
as to ensure the survival of information for scholarly and other uses, one
problem remains. Not all vendors of computer-based, electronic information systems will be successful. They will be subject to the same forces
that affect other enterprises; some of them will go out of business. What
happens then to the portion of the stock of knowledge for which they
were responsible? When a print publisher goes out of business, the publications issued over the course of its existence continue to be part of the
stock of knowledge available in libraries. When an electronic information vendor goes out of business, information in the memory of that vendor's computers could cease to be available, either temporarily or permanently. Some provision will have to be made to counteract this
possibility. The establishment of a public corporation to assume the assets of bankrupt information vendors is not an attractive idea, but I
don't know what else to propose.
Finally, the fact that a signifrcant portion of the stock of knowledge in
an electronic environment would not exist in tangible form outside the
memories of central computers raises preservation issues that are even
more complex and difficult than those in the print-based environment.
In the print-based environment, we have to be concerned about the
preservation of the physical objects in which information is recorded,
and, if these are beyond saving, with the transfer of their intellectual
content to other media such as microforms or optical discs and videodiscs. Even though many printed documents are actively disintegrating
on library shelves, the fact that most printed documents exist in multiple
copies-some of which have deteriorated less than others, depending on
the conditions of their storage and use-means that there is a good
chance of salvaging the intellectual content of endangered documents, if
not the documents themselves.
Although certain forms of computer memory may be superior to paper and print for long-term storage, information in a computer memory
remains vulnerable . It remains vulnerable because it may exist in only a
single copy or, with backup capability, in a very limited number of copies. In this respect, an electronic environment resembles a nonliterate
society, where the society's vital religious myths, literary creations, and
genealogical traditions may be preserved in complete form in the minds
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of a handful of individuals. Just as a nonliterate society takes great pains
to ensure that these individuals survive to pass on their knowledge to the
next-generation, it will be necessary in an electronic environment to pay
special attention to the protection and care of computer memories. Otherwise, a single disaster could decimate a portion of the stock of knowledge.
We'll need to know with precision and certainty how reliable various
forms of computer memory are for long-term storage, and we'll need to
determine how many backup copies are necessary (ind how they should
be stored) to have reasonable assurance that information will not be lost
through technological mishaps or disasters of other kinds. We can't risk
allowing an earthquake or fire to destroy the only copy of scientifrc or
scholarly knowledge. We also need backup copiei to guard against the
possibility that modern-day Luddites couldenrer a computer faiility and
destroy a portion of our scientific knowledge, or that thi stock of knowledge iiself could be held at ransom by poliiical terrorists.
OTHER IssUEs
The survival of recorded information is not the only issue of intellectual consequence raised by the advent of computer-based electronic information systems. The ease with which messagescan be recorded and
disseminated in an electronic environment may result in an enermous
increase in the amount of low-quality information entering the stock of
public knowledge. Certain intellectually important distinciions that are
made automaticallywhen works are recorded and disseminated in tangible form could be blurred. Bibliographic control is likely to be a more
complex problem than it is now.
The linkage of individual computers in an electronic environment will
allow anyone who invests in a small amount of supplementary equipLsher.Alongside major information
rmber of individuals disseminating
d themselves. Some of this material
>lished work today in areas like jazz
'bage. Little of it will have been ashas been so assessed,it may be selfpublished after having been rejected by the gatekeepers ofesfablished
publishe-rs. A tidal wave of self-published works of disparate quality,
many of which may have a transitory existence, would place great
strains on th€ system of bibliographic iontrol. To distinguiih woiks of
ydg.t some kind of qualitative evaluation might have to become part of
the bibliographic conirol process. Because staidards and regulations designed for commercial vendors would be diffrcult to apply tolndividuals,
special steps to ensure the survival of self-published works of lasting
value might have to be taken.
Publication is the process by which a work passes out of the private
possession of its author and is made available io the public at laige. In
the print-based environment, publication involves ieproducing a recorded work in multiple copies and distributing the copies to consumers.
In an electronic environment, it involves-entering a work into a
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computer-based information system to which the public has electronic

In the print-based environment, an author may write several drafts of

to extend bibliographic control to works whose content, subject emphasis, and.titles may be in a state of flux will be a challenge of staggering
proportrons.
Distinctions between a work in progress and a completed work, and
between the original edition of a published work and revised editions,
will be blurred in an environmeniwhere content is not frozen and revisions can be made at any time. In the print-based environment, a clear
line of demarcation is drawn when a work is set in type. Once corrections

those passageswill remain unchanged and accessibleto future readers.
They make it possible to document the changes made in the content of

munication of information of potential interest to scholars, the issues
raised in this paper will need to be addressed. Otherwise, the tradition of
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cumulative scholarship could be undermined, and the continual updating of information could mean an ongoing obliteration of the past.
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industries, and the International Electronic Publishing Research
Cenrre (IEPRC).
To find out how Electronic Publishing Abstracts can
help you, write now for further information and samples to:
Adam Marshall, Marketing Dept, Pergamon PressLtd,
Headington Hill Hall, Oxford OX3 0BW, UK
Wayne Smith,Journals Fulfillment, Pergamon Press Inc,
Fairview Park, Elmsford, I$Y 10523, USA
EPA is also available as a computerized on-line service through
Pergamon Infollne. For further information about this service,
contact:
b"rg"rnon Intemational Information Corporation, 1340 Old Chain
Bridge Road, Mclean, VA 22101, USA.
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A seriesof forty key articlespertaining
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implementationof automated
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paper November'1983
$35.00
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Jormat,size,and cost.
133p. $45'00paper1983
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Gommonsense
Cataloging
A Catalogers'Manual
The Completely Revised Third Edition
A standard cataloging handbook for practicing librarians
and library
school students since 1965, Commonsense
Cataloging has just been completely revised to meet the
needs of cataloging in the 8Os.
The new Third
.
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Edition

features:

clear explanations of the major classification systems
an examination of the consequences of AACR2
a reorganized cataloging code
updated information
on adopting prepared catalog copy
details of making catalog entries
catalog'ing rules for non-book materials
an examination of the effects of library automation

Rosalind Miller and Jane. Terwillegar,
both experienced
teachers of cataloging, have followed the approach of earlier
editions: clarify basic principles before applying rules to specific instances. Each of the 12 chapters discusses a different aspect of cataloging and concludes with a summary
of concepts and terms introduced.
A glossary and index
are included.
176p. 1983. (ISBN 0-8242-0689-4). $ZZ, U.S. and Canada; $25,
other countries.

Order directly

from:

The H.W. Wilson Compa.ny
95O University Avenue
Bronx. New York LO452

